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                                                                                                                         General notes 

 

Technical Documentation guidelines

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------

You can find herewith some generic information to simplify cunsulting of technical documentation:

 

1. Models of same range share the same exploded views, which report the richest set of spare parts:generally, a model does not

necessarly have a related spare part for each particular shown on exploded views.

 

2. Some spare parts can not be represented directly on the exploded views (instruction booklets, specific kit, etc...). You can find

those codes in the spare parts list with the same reference of particular where spares are installed or with references 099, 999.

Instruction booklets, once managed, appear with 000 reference.

 

3. On the higher right site of each exploded view there is a serial number which indicates the beginning of the production of

certain range:some models might have more than an exploded view for a given category, each distinguished by a different serial

no.and linked to another spare parts list, In this case, serial no. is required to supply the right spare part code. Exploded view to be

considered is the one with a more recent serial no. but previous than the one of the model that needs assistance.

 

4.Exploded views might require further updates even after publishing. Addition of new spares will go on following the already

existing numeration references. Revision number of an exploded view is shown into last four digits of serial number into upper

right hand corner.

 

5.The spare parts list associated to an exploded view shows related codes of spares managed for a certain model; for each spare

part other informations are available:

 

REF: reference no of spare into a table; SUBSTITUTE: list of spare(s) which can replace a code but that keeps same functional

characteristics

 

INDUSTRIAL CODE: list of variables of a model (shown into model label) where such spare is used; NOTICE: code of

information(s) to refer to complete technical intervention, track for changes or to find correct spare part code.

 

6. Some notices, into a same section are generic therefore cannot be directly linked to a spare part. In order to assist a model in

the best way as possible, it is helpful to pay attention to all notices and constantly verify documentation updates

 

7.Technical documentation cover shows model name and its commercial codes
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4280160b                                                                                             Exploded views 
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 4280160b                                                                                                            Spare parts list 

 

Ref. Code From To S/N Substitute Description Notice Industrial

004 C00299210 burner ring - medium sr defendi

005 C00299220 burner cap semi rapid

006 C00114523 pan support double black

007 C00299214 burner cap large - luc.def.stamp.he

008 C00299215 burner ring/flame splitter - large

009 C00252411 hob top inox

010 C00092511 burner cup - medium burner

011 C00092516 natural gas jet semi rapide 104

012 C00299208 gas jet 128 ng large burner

013 C00002478 1 x C00016138 washer 4,1x12x1

013 C00280168 screw  m3x11 tsc ic inox

015 C00092509 burner cup - large burner

016 C00027911 grill feeding pipe

016 C00116140 gas pipe - aluminium tube l=480

016 C00257175 feeder pipe 380mm length

017 C00265597 bolt m4x22 t.es.croce xbri.def.

018 C00265592 fixing bracket - tap

019 C00015731 knob spacer

019 C00299217 thermostat with valve 30/100

019 C00299218 thermostat with valve 41/100

021 C00115185 side panel right inox 50x60x60

022 C00115186 side panel left inox 50x60x60

023 C00192903 this item is not fitted to this model

024 C00296854 rear panel

025 C00290679 upper back transverse

027 C00010506 sealing washer - gas elbow/pipe

028 C00118464 spark ignition transformer + filter

029 C00290682 gas rail l 40fe c50x60

030 C00039858 connection nut distributing pipe

031 C00092512 burner cup - small burner

032 C00299207 nat gas aux. burner nozzle rapido

033 C00052934 electrode clip

034 C00092491 electrode l=750mm

035 C00092498 thermocouple spade connection

035 C00093834 screw nut m6
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 4280160b                                                                                                            Spare parts list 

 

Ref. Code From To S/N Substitute Description Notice Industrial

036 C00259939 back spacer

036 C00286743 screw 8px12.7 torx

037 C00299211 burner base/flame splitter - small

038 C00299219 burner cap auxiliary

039 C00192903 this item is not fitted to this model

040 C00082777 hinge box

099 C00305371 jets kit for lpg uk

099 C00640366 chain anchorage
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4280220M                                                                                             Exploded views 
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 4280220M                                                                                                            Spare parts

list 

 

Ref. Code From To S/N Substitute Description Notice Industrial

001 C00192903 this item is not fitted to this model

002 C00192903 this item is not fitted to this model

005 C00192903 this item is not fitted to this model

006 C00279613 three-pole cable + plug 2m 3x1 uk

007 C00039460 terminal block 2.pole (fastex)

009 C00192903 this item is not fitted to this model

010 C00086440 upper element oven/grill

011 C00089398 oven insulation mat 

012 C00083055 cavity

013 C00192903 this item is not fitted to this model

014 C00078733 oven door seal (3 sides) - black

015 C00077461 hinge support

017 C00078391 enamelled drip tray  black

017 C00296329 oven shelf

020 C00039578 push in spring clip - thermostat

022 C00081416 stove bottom 50 x 60

023 C00016119 1 x C00055585 foot

024 C00192903 this item is not fitted to this model

030 C00078399 base element support

031 C00078406 electr. protection l = 407 mm

031 C00088124 base element wattage 1000w

032 C00077461 hinge support

037 C00266724 oven insulation mat - rear 50x60

038 C00076978 oven lamp  25w 220v

039 C00078426 lamp assembly 25 w 230 v

040 C00078403 oven panel crosspiece

052 C00078410 chimney
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4280421A                                                                                             Exploded views 
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 4280421A                                                                                                            Spare parts

list 

 

Ref. Code From To S/N Substitute Description Notice Industrial

001 C00022195 selector switch

002 C00117375 knob deflector double ovens

002 C00305373 control board panel i5gsh1xuk

003 C00289328 knob bezel id60c2(x)

004 C00016035 control knob disc spring

005 C00305248 knob gas silver prime ind.2013

006 C00305249 electrical knob silver prime

007 C00299110 rubber buffer upper door profile

007 C00304680 upper door profile  fg cu.50x60

008 C00301058 plug rh upper door profile

009 C00304677 screw trc 4,5x16 zin nera

009 C00305281 oven door handle silver

010 C00304681 plug rh glass door bottom

011 C00285238 door gum oven black (luce)

011 C00305250 oven door glass i5gg1xuk

012 C00304684 plug lh bottom door glass

013 C00084631 warming door support

014 C00077463 dishwarmer door inox

015 C00084633 rh flap support (178.8mm)

016 C00084634 lh flap support (178.8mm)

017 C00084632 warming drawer support

018 C00304682 hinge for oven door f.f.19mm

019 C00301059 plug lh upper glass door profile

020 C00304679 oven door inner glass pf.fg c50

021 C00296611 ignition button giugiaro rold silver

022 C00296608 switch support internal silver

023 C00268126 neon lens clear

024 C00045793 ignition switch

025 C00028054 pilot light - horizontal fitting red

026 C00052527 minute timer d = 6mm

027 C00078436 oven thermostat
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                                                                                                    Electric schemes and links 
 
Cod. 16001373800
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                                                                                                                         Legend

 

Legend: 16001373800 

 

 


